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Abstract: We prove the first superlinear lower 

bound for a concrete decision problem in I' on a 

Turing machine with one work tape and a two-way 

input tape (also called: off-line l-tape Turing 

machine). In particular we show for off-line 

Turing machines that 2 tapes are better than 1 

and that 3 pushdown stores are better than 2 

(both in the deterministic and in the nondeter- 

ministic case). 
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A l-tape off-line Turing machirE (see Hopcroft, 

Ullmnn 141) is a Turing machine (TM) with one 

work tape and an additional two-way input tape, 

i.e., an input tape with endmarkers C, $ on which 

the associated read-only input head can move with- 

out restriction in both directions. These TM's 

are used as the standard model for the analysis 

of the space-complexity of TM-computations. In 

addition they are of interest as an intermediate 

model between the relatively slow l-tape TM with- 

out input tape and the very powerful (and so far 

intractable) 2-tape TM. 

Preceding lower bound arguments for concrete 

languages on restricted TM's have progressed from 

l-tape M's without input tape in [lo], [3] to l- 

tape TM's with a one-way input tape (i.e., the in- 

put head is not allowed to back up) in [2], [7], 

[5] (it should b ' e polnted OUT that some authors 

have called this latter model a l-tape off-line 

c:) . However one has not been able to prove for 

any concrete language in P a superlinear lower 

bound on the computation time for the here con- 

sidered node1 of a l-tape off-line TM with a two- 

way input tape. In particular the old question 

whether there is any language that can be recog- 

nized faster on a 2-tape TM than on a l-tape off- 

line TM has renained open for many years. 
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Some progress has recently been made with re- 

gard to lower bounds on the computation time for 

the computation of functions on l-tape off-line 

TM'S. Optimal lower bounds for matrix transposi- 

tion on this type of TM have been shown both for 

the regular version ([B]) and the more powerful 

model with an additional two-way output tape 

(111). Unfortunately these new lower bound argu- 

ments (via Kolmogorov complexity) can not be app- 

lied to decision problems. We present in this 

paper a different lower bound technique for l-tape 

off-line TM's (via graph theoretic separation ar- 

guments) that yields a superlinear lower bound for 

a concrete decision problem (the problem of decid- 

ing for two given matrices A and B whether B 

is the transpose of A). This allows us to sepa- 

rate complexity classes for 2-tape TM's and l-tape 

off-line TM's (both in the deterministic and the 

nondeterministic case). It also yields the first 

separation between off-line TM's with 3 and with 

2 pushdown stores. 

Our lower bound argument is based on a combi- 

natorial analysis of computation graphs for off- 

line l-tape TM's. It turns out that in spite of 

the fact that these graphs are in general not 

planar (because of the presence of the input 

tape) one can surpress those edges that are 

caused by the movement of the input head and re- 

present instead the positions of the input head 

as labels on the nodes of a planar graph. We 

then cut the resulting labeled planar graph into 

a large number of small pieces and analyze how 

much communication about different input segments 

(= labels) has to be transmitted between these 

pieces. 

The language SPlT (= sparse matrixtransposi- 

tion), which separates the mentioned complexity 

classes, is defined as follows. In this paper we 

say that a Boolean matrix A= (a..) 1~ l<i,jrm is 

if sparse aij # 0 implies that both i and j 

are multiples of fiogd (we write logm instead 

of Eogd in the following). We code each 

Boolean matrix A by a string over {G,l,*} that 

lists the entries of A in rowwise order, with * 

used as separation marker between successive rows. 

At is the transpose of matrix A. 

SMT=[A**B ( A and B are sparse Boolean Q X m 

matrices (far some me N) and At = Bl. 

THEOREM 1. The language SMT can be accepted by a 

deterministic Turing machine with 2 work tapes 

(even without input tape) in time O(n). SMTcan 

not be accepted by any nondeterministic l-tape 

off-line Turing machine (i.e., a TM with one work 

tape and a two-way input tape) in time 

o(n . logn / loglogn). 

COROLLARY 1 ("2 TAPES VERSUS 1"). A linear tine 

deterministic 2-tape Turing machine, with orwith- 

out input tape, cannot be simulated by a deter- 

ministic or nondeterministic l-tape off-line 

Turing machine in time o(n * logn/loglogn). 

Remarks: 

1. Both in the deterministic and the nondeternin- 

istic case this yields for off-line TN's thefirst 

superlinear lower bound for the simulation of two 

tapes by one (the best known upper bound is O(n2> 

[4], due to Hartnanis and Stearns). 

2. The lower bound for off-line l-tape TM's in 

Theorem 1 holds of course also for the more 

natural decision problem of deciding for arbitrary 

Boolean n x m matrices A and B whether 



At = B. The sparseness requirement in SMT is only 

needed to get a linear upper bound on a 2-tape TM. 

3. One can easily construct fron SMT and ?%! a 

language L that is accepted by a deterministic 2- 

tape TM in linear time, but where neither L nor -- _ 

t can be accepted by a nondeterministic l-tape 

off-line TM in time o(n . logn/loglogn). 

Proof of Theorem 1: For the upper bound we .Eirst 

note that a Z-tape TM (with or witbout input tape) 

can compute in O(nlogn) steps the function 

A' At (where A is a Boolean m x m matrix 

and n = 0(m2) is the length of the input string). 

This algorithm exploits the fact that the Z-tape 

TM can move its two read/write heads in such a way 

that with logm simultaneous sweeps of both heads 

(where each sweep takes O(n) steps) it realizes 

the butterfly graph between the m blocks of 

length e(n) on the input area of tape 1 (which 

locks initially hold the rows of A) and the m b 

of length 0(n) on the output area on tape 

(which hold in the end the columns of A). The 

matrix transposition proceeds accordingly in 

log m phases. At the beginning of each phase the 

considered areas of length n on both tapes con- 

tain the same "partially converted" matrix. During 

each phase the TM exchanges matrix elements be- 

tween those pairs of blocks on the two tapes that 

are simultaneously visited by the two heads. At 

the end of each phase the TN copies the new matrix 

on both of its tapes (this requires another simul- 

taneous sweep of both heads of length n). 

In order to check in linear time on a 2-tape TM 

whether a given input x e {0,1,x}* lies in SMT, 

one first checks whether x has the form A**B 

for two sparse m x m matrices A and B (obvi- 

ously this can be done in linear time). If this is _ 

the case, the 2-tape TM "collapses" in linear 

time the sparse m x m matrics A and B to 

their nontrivial (n /logm) x (m / logm) sub- 

natrices x, Z. Then it computes 2 with the 

previously described algorithm in 

0((mllogm)2 * logm) = O(n) steps and checks 

whether it = i (this is equivalent to At = B). 

In order to prove the lower bound one assumes 

for a contradiction that there exists a nondeter- 

ministic off--line l-tape TM M that accepts SMT in 

time n . c(n) with c(n) = o(logn / loglogn). 

Fix some sufficiently large n of the form 

2m . (m + 1:) ). For simplicity we write c for 

trices A, 13 the input string A**B has length 

2n1 - (a; + 1) ) . For simplicity we write c for 

c(n) and we delete "1 1" and 1'r 7". 

Let X0 be the set of all 2(m'10gn)2 in- 

puts A**At E Sl4T of length n. For each input 

1 E x0 fix an accepting computation CI of M 

with < n **c(n) steps. 

A simple counting argument shows that there 

exists for 65Jery input I E x0 a partition pI 

of both the input- and work-tape of M into 

blocks of length b = 2 . (m + 1) . logm such 

that the heads of M cross at most Zncfb times 

a block boundary of pa:titFon PI during computa- 

tion C I (there are b different partitions of 

both tapes which result from shifting all block 

bounda-ries by an equal number of cells; the TM M 

crosses at each step of computation CI for at 

most two different partitions a block boundary on 

the input tape or on the work tape). Choose a set 

x1 5 X0 Of size lx11 = 1x01/b = 2(mllogmlLl b 

so that the tape partitions P 
I are identical 

for all I ex1. 

Another counting argument shows that there 
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exists a set x2 2 xl of size 

IX11 2~mllogm)2-Sl.n.c.10gn/b 

K .n*c*logn/b = 
z1 

b 

(where Kl > 0 is a constant) so that the follow- 

ing data are identical for all I E x*: 

- the time points where a head of ti crosses 
a block boundary of 
tion 5 

PI during computat- 

- the state of M at each such crossing 

- the precise locations and the direction 
of movement for each head of tt at each 
such crossing. 

The time interval between two successive cross- 

ings of block boundaries of 
pI 

will be called in 

the following a time block of computation C 
I' 

Note that all computations C 
I' 

I l5 x* are 

"block-oblivious", i.e., the same tape blocks are 

examined during corresponding time blocks for each 

such computation. 

Let G = <V,E) be the common "block computa- 

tion graph" of the computations cI' I E x*. 

Each node of G represents a time block of C 
I' 

thus IV1 5 2nc/b. The linear order of time in-- 

duces a linear order "<I' on the elements of V. 

Two nodes v1,v2 E V with v1 < v2 are connec- 

ted by an edge of E if for some computation 

C I’ 1 t x2 (or equivalently; for all CI, Ie X2) 

the work head of M visits during time block v2 

a tape block that it had last visited during time 

block vl. 

This graph G does not reflect the complete 

information flow of the considered computations 

CI because it ignores the input tape of K. How- 

ever G has an important advantage that will be 

exploited extensively in the following: it is 

planar (because one can simulate the work tape of 

M by 2 pushdown stores and therefore graph G 

has pagenumber 2, see [9], [lo]). 

According to Ullman's refined version [ll] of 

the Lipton-Tarjan Planar Separator Theorem [6] 

there exists a constant K2 > C so that any 

planar graph G = <V,E) can be split into three 

vertex sets A, B, c with lAl,I~l 5 + , 

ICI 5 K2 . m, so that there is in E no edge 

between A and B. By iterating this separator 

theorem j times one gets a set S 
j 

of at most 

SK. vertices (for some constant K> 0) 

so that after removal of all 

can split the remaining vert 

pairwise disconnected vertex 

vertices in S 
3 

one 

ices of V into 2' 

sets of size at most 

2nc 
1 * For the following we choose j =log(64c2). 

b-2' 
For this value of j the separator S. =: S con- 

J 

sists of 0 vertices and the resulting 

2j = 64c2 pairwise disconnected sets are each of 

ske at most 32nb-c . 

For any I e X2 and any time block v of 

computation C I 
one needs O(b) bits to de- 

scribe the contents of the currently visited 

block on the work tape and the input tape (at 

the beginning and the end of v). Therefore we 

can select a set x3 5 x2 of 

2 
(m/ logm) - K 

n.c.10 n 
* 

7 1 b ' -,,a 

b 

inputs I so that for all nodes v in the sepa- 

rator S these block contents are identical for 

all IeX 3 (Kj > 0 is a constant). 

Fix a set B of n/4b blocks (in partition 

PI) from the left half of the input tape sothat 

each block in B is visted during at most DC 

time blocks of CI (for I E X3). There is a 
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set LEFT z B of 

n 2 -- n -=: f. 

4b * 4b . (64~')" 

input blocks that are visited during the same 8~ 

pieces Pl,...,PB among the 64~' pairwise dis- 

connected pieces of the separated computation graph 

G. These 8c vertex sets P ~, . . . ,P 8 have access I 

(via a visit of the input head during a time block 

v 6 Pi) to at most 8c * nl32bc = n/'4b of this n/b 

input blocks, Thereforewe can select; a set RIGHT of 

2 = ILEFT] blocks from the right ha:Lf of the input 

tape that are never visited by the input head dur- 

ing any of the considered 8c graph pieces 

Pl,...,P8. 

Each block of the input tape that belongs to 

LEFT holds for input I = A**At at least one comp- 

lete row r. of matrix A whose index i is a 
1 

multiple of logm. Analogously each block of RIGHT 

holds at least one complete column c. of A 
-1 

where j is a multiple of logm. Thus there is 

a sequence <il,..., i,> of row numbers and a se- 

quence <jl,...,j,> of column numbers which are 

multiples of logm and which define for every in- 

put I = A*xAt E X3 an %X2 submatrix 

;;i=(a ) 
iris l<r,s<R of A = (aij)lSi,jsm so that 

all matrix elements a. 
= j 

of A that belong to 

the submatrix "A appear on the input tape ex.-- 

elusively in those tape blocks that belong to 

LEFT or RIGHT. In order to achieve the desired 

contradiction it is sufficient to show that there 

are two different inputs I = A**At and 

I' = A'xxAVt in x3 
that agree outside of the 

considered submatrix (i.e., aij = a!. if 
111 

i d {i,,... i!,) or j / {jl,...j,)). We thenamal- 

gamate these inputs I,I' to a new input 

? = A**Att 4 SHT that is accepted by !'I because 

one can "cut" the accepting computations CI and 

cI' at the lseparator nodes and replace in cI 

those pieces of the computation graph where 

the input head visits a block of RIGHT by corres- 

ponding pieces of CI,. 

In order Ito show that there are two different 

inputs 1,I' in x3 
that agree outside of the 

considered submatrix we prove that the cardinality 

1x31 of x3 is larger than 
2(m/logm)2 -11' 

, 

which is the number of sparse Boolean matrices 

that are paitwise different outside of the con- 

sidered 2 x 9, submatrix. 

By assumption there exists for every F. > 0 

some n E 2? so that c(n) 5 E * logn/loglogn 
E 

for nZn E' 
This implies for E c l/8 and 

nTn that 
E 

(64c2)16C * c 3/2 ~ 

c64 . e2 . log2nj16~ - logn/loglogn .(logn) 3/Z 5 

z2 . ioglogn .16e .logn/loglogn. 312 (logn) 2 

32~ n - (log n)3'2 5 n33E. 

On the other hand 

) = n(n1'8), and 

therefore the preceding implies that 

(64c2)16~ . ,312 = oc,3/2~- 
b5/2 

Hence 

J 3 2 
ncb =of2 

n 
2, 

b - (64~~)~~' 

which implies together with 
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down stores in time o(n . logn / loglogn). 

----Llog + log b = o( nc b-) n. c 
b rF 

that 

Y 
II * c * log .-- 

b 'J 

= OCb2 n2 
. (64~~)~~' 

>. 

Thus for sufficiently large 

Remark: This yields both in the deterministic 

and the nondeterministic case the first separa- 

Lx-Y + log b 
tion result for off-line TM's with different num- 

bers of pushdown stores. 

The proof of Theorem 2 relies on the fact that 

the lower bound argument of Theorem 1 also holds 

n one has 1x31 = if M has 2 pushdown stores instead of 1 work 

2(m/l0gm)~-K~. n';.logn - K3.fl-logb 

(m/log m)' - *2 

z= 2 16 * b2 - (64~')~~' 

= ,(m/ lognd2- i2, 

tape. Furthermore the described iinear time 

algorithm for SMT on 2-tape TM's also yields a 

lineartime algorithm for TM's with 3 pushdowr, 

stores. 
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